ABSTRACT: Silver nanocrystals have been prepared by reacting silver nitrate with ascorbic acid in aqueous solution containing a low concentration of a commercial polynaphtalene sulphonate polymer (Daxad 19). Various crystalline morphologies have been obtained simply by tuning the reaction temperature. We have investigated the nanoparticle formation mechanism at three different temperatures by in situ and time resolved Small Angle X ray Scattering measurements. By modeling the scattering intensity with interacting spherical particles in a fractal-like polymer-Ag matrix, we found signatures of nucleation, growth and assembly of primary particles of about 15-20 nm. We observed how the time evolution of both spatial correlations between primary particles and the dynamic fractal geometry of the polymer-Ag matrix could influence and determine both the aggregation mechanism and the morphology of forming nanostructures in solution.
Introduction
Growing and renewed interest in nanoparticle research field has been recently placed on metal nanoparticles due to their unique physicochemical properties and several potential applications e.g. in selective catalysis [Lewis, 1993] , photonics [Maier, 2001] , optoelectronics [Kamat, 2002] and biomedicine [Nicewarner, 2001] . Toward controlled nanoparticle synthesis, a widely used method consists of using capping molecular agents such as organic surfactants and polymers in wet chemical reactions to (template) tailor the size and shape of forming nano-composited architectures [Fendler, 1996] . Since the intrinsic properties of nanostructures are highly influenced by their shape, size and structure [Bonnemann, 2001] , several efforts have been made for investigating the interplay of their formation mechanism and the causes at the base of the different morphologies. In this context, understanding clusters nucleation and growth as well as their assembly, appears to be essential for both a practical design strategy in the synthesis of nanostructured systems [Brechignac, 1998; Kaiser, 2004] and for tuning their properties.
In an aqueous chemical synthesis approach, size, shape and structure of nanoparticles can be determined by tuning various experimental parameters such as, to name a few, reaction temperature and time, pH, reagent concentrations and addition rate. Thus, the study of how the final morphology depends on the above-mentioned parameters is important to the understanding of the fundamental growth mechanisms involved in pattern formation. Despite huge progress in the practical defining of the synthesis routes, the mechanism of the nanoparticle formation as well as their shape control is not well understood, in part due to the fact that the interplay of the above mentioned experimental parameters, that is the interactions taking place during the particle formation in the solution, are quite complex.
We recently exploited a silver particle synthesis utilizing silver nitrate as salt, nitric acid to set acidic condition, ascorbic acid as reducing agent and polynaphtalene sulphonate polymer, termed Daxad 19, as particle stabilizer in aqueous phase [Suber, 2005 [Suber, , 2009 . In this system, we have found that different silver-polymer morphologies can be selectively grown, through the control of only one parameter, the reaction temperature, while all other experimental parameters such as pH, concentrations of all species in solution and the addition rate of reducing ascorbic acid, are fixed.
This emerged simplicity led us to investigate their formation mechanism simply by tuning the temperature in the chemical reaction; in particular, in this paper, we report the syntheses carried out at 20, 40 and 60 °C at which rods-like, hexagonal-like and chain-like polymer-Ag composites are obtained respectively.
In order to understand which parameters are in turn switched on by thermal energy for controlling size and shapes of the final morphologies, we investigated the kinetic of Ag + reduction by using time resolved Small Angle X-ray Scattering at the selected temperatures. We used an experimental setup that allowed us to control the Ag + to Ag 0 reduction time obtaining characteristic times of the order of about 300 seconds, well suited to be studied by synchrotron in situ SAXS technique. At the end of the reactions at the different temperatures, we observed the formation of crystalline silver colloids; subsequently, the SAXS data analysis suggested us that these colloids form through nucleation, growth and aggregation of fractal silver-polymer primary particles assisted by long range spatial correlations, LRC. Since these LRC correlations control the magnitude as well as the range of the interaction between the colloidal particles, they are believed to play a relevant role in the formation of the final morphologies as well as in tuning their properties [Murray et al. 2000 ].
In nanoparticles wet chemical synthesis, polymers are usually used to hinder particle-particle aggregation and to control interparticle distances; for example, Rotello [Frankamp, 2002] and coworkers used poly(amido-amine) PAMAM dendrimers of different generation in order to control the gold interparticle distance; at the same time the gold nanoparticles were functionalized with carboxylic acid terminal groups, in order to provide the driving force for assembly. In our case, Daxad, with its sulphonic groups [Suber, 2005] plays a double role since first it coordinates Ag + ions and then, as soon as the Ag° primary particles are formed, correlates them designing fractal geometries.
A wide variety of physical systems present fractal geometry [Pietronero, 1986] with spatial correlations [Stanley, 1993] ; the understanding and characterization of these correlations represent a challenge in theoretical physics in last decades and although self-organizing criticality [Aharony, 1989] has been the preferred description for these phenomena, new, more complex and unexpected insights enrich this field of research [Amaral, 1998 , Fratini, 2010 Cavagna, 2010] . In this view, our experimental data describe the interplay of spatial correlations between primary particles and the isothermal dynamic arrangement of the fractal-like polymer-Ag matrix in the early stage of particle formation. We hope this work could represent an experimental contribution to the topical double handed issue pertaining both to technology, relative to controlled fabrication of nanoparticles, and to basic chemical physics, dealing with the formation and evolution of order in aggregation processes. were added under mechanical stirring. The procedure was completed in two minutes. Then ascorbic acid (1.2 g, 6.8 mmol), dissolved in 4.0 mL of water, was added at a 0.5 mL/min rate. After 1 hour stirring at the above temperature, the flask was cooled to 20 °C. After settling off the light grey precipitate, the mother liquors were siphoned, the precipitate washed three times with deionised water and dried under vacuum. The same procedure, at the different temperatures, was used for the samples prepared at 20 and 60°C.
Experimental

Data Analyses and Instruments
SEM measurements were performed at 20 kV with a SEM JEOL 6400. SAXS measurements were performed on the Austrian SAXS beamline at ELETTRA, Trieste [Amenitsch et al., 1997] ; we set the camera to a sample detector distance of 1.5 m and operated at photon energy of 8 KeV covering the q range between 0.07 and 1.7 nm -1 . We used a thermostated batch reactor apparatus consisting of a glass flask in which the reaction takes place, a remote controlled syringe that allowed us to add 4 mL of ascorbic acid solution at the fixed rate of 0.5 mL/min into the reaction solution and a peristaltic pump that continuously flows the solution mixture in a 1.5 quartz capillary through a closed circuit; the pumping rate was set to 20mL/min in order to change all the tubing (1m x 2mm) volume in less than 10 seconds, avoiding particle deposition on the walls. Two dimensional SAXS patterns were thus regularly recorded on a CCD camera with a time resolution of 0.9 sec. Data have been treated involving detector corrections for flat field response, spatial distortion, dark current of the CCD and normalization by the incident flux; water flowing was also measured in order to asses and subtract the background from the data. The resulting twodimensional images were integrated to obtain 1d pattern of normalized intensity versus scattering vector q.
Results and discussion
Ag colloidal particles are formed by reduction of Ag + with ascorbic acid in an acidic aqueous solution of a 0.5 % w/w commercial polynaphtalene sulphonate polymer termed Daxad. SEM images of particles synthesized at T=20 °C, T=40 °C and T=60 °C are shown in Fig. 1 . Irregular rods-like structures are produced at T=20 °C, stable single particles at 40°C and from the reaction performed at T=60 °C chain-like particle structures are formed. XRD powder measurements (see the insets in SEM images of Fig. 1) show that the rods, particles and particle chains are made of silver crystalline subunits of about 20 nm, as obtained from Scherrer analysis of diffraction peaks.
Electrophoretic measurements indicate that the platelets, particles and particle chain structures are covered, as expected, by the polymer [Suber, 2005] . In order to understand how these crystalline subunits form and aggregate at the different temperatures, we performed in situ and time resolved synchrotron SAXS measurements.
Aqueous solution of AgNO 3 and Daxad was prepared before the addition of ascorbic acid at t=t o =10s. Time evolution of SAXS intensity at different time intervals is shown in Fig. 2 for the three investigated temperatures. For each temperature, the SAXS profiles present the following main features: i) the scattered intensity gradually increases in the low q region indicating the nucleation and growth, NG, of Ag-polymer particles; ii) a change in the profile slopes, in the high q region; iii) the development of interference oscillations particularly evident at T=40 °C.
In order to describe and quantify these peculiar aspects of our experimental data we assume a theoretical model consisting of two components. The first component, I B (q), takes into account the power law behaviour with exponent P E predominating at high q and is ascribed to like-fractal clusters in the solution; the second one, I P (q), describes highly dispersed particles interacting via hard-sphere potential. Thus the model I(q) can be written as
( 1) where
with P C is a constant and P E Porod exponent, and
takes into account the formation of n spherical primary particles with radius R; C is a constant independent of q and R; V(R) and Φ(q,R) are the volume and the form factor of the single spherical particle, respectively. In order to account for the polydispersivity of the particles, the intensity has been integrated over a log-normal distribution of R, P(R) given by 2 2 2 ln exp 2π
Finally, the scattering oscillations have been modelled in the monodisperse approximation of hard spheres with radius R HS and volume fraction η calculated with the Percus-Yevick equation [Percus, 1958] . We used the trust-region-reflective algorithm [Coleman, 1994] , in order to fit the data and estimate the time dependence of the P C constant and the power exponent P E of the background term in I B (q), the number density N(=Cn), the mean radius R and the dispersivity σ of the log-normal primary particles distribution size P(R), the hard sphere radius R HS and volume fraction η in the Percus-Yevick approximation. We have verified the reliability of refined parameters, by inspection of their confidence intervals [Coleman, 1994 ] from which we obtained the reduced standard deviation, rds, of all parameters. The time evolution of all rds, shown in Fig.   1a , 1b and 1c of SI, specify the range of validity and the limitations of our model. In particular, we find that the rds on the refined parameters R, σ, N, (describing the I p (q) term) exceeds 20% before the instants t* 20 =50s, t* 40 =20s and t* 60 =15s at T= 20 °C, 40 °C and 60 °C respectively; at the same time, the rds ∆P E /P E of the P E exponent (describing the I B (q) term) is found to be generally quite small and acceptable. This indicates at each temperature, before the t* instants, the scattered intensity is largely dominated by the background, I B (q), preventing us from estimating the particle size distribution. Thus, before t 0 , the SAXS intensity can be related to a fractal system made of large clusters with dimension P E and size ξ with qξ >> 1 in the measured q range [Freltoft, 1986] .
As soon as the reduction process by ascorbic acid takes place (t=t 0 ), Ag 0 clusters nucleate and grow, as described by the time evolution of their total volume, V p , given by find that nucleation and growth rate increases with the temperature, as expected. Furthermore, larger particles are obtained for higher NG rates, as can be deduced by Tab.1. Surprisingly, this appears to be in contrast with the results of Abecassis and co-workers [Abecassis, 2007] ; they synthesize gold nanoparticles controlling the NG rate using a different reducing agent, finding smaller final particle size at higher NG rate. This contrast could be ascribed to the different reaction times: while their reduction time is of the order of the seconds, in our case the NG period is much longer, particularly at lower temperatures. Thus, scale-time of the reaction seems a further relevant parameter to be considered in kinetics studies of nanoparticle formation.
After the nucleation and growth takes place, diffraction peaks arise, indicating spatial correlations on different volume fractions and distances as a function of both the temperature and the time (see Fig. 2 and Fig. 4 ). Numerous experimental small-angle neutron or X-ray scattering studies in aqueous solutions have identified peaks in the distribution of the scattered intensities. We cite here relevant works in which low-angle diffraction peaks growing and moving towards lower q values have been associated to the particles growth [Langmayr, 1992] , cluster-cluster aggregation [Sciortino, 1995] , spinodal decomposition [Carpineti, 1992] , gelation of emulsions [Bibette, 1992] .
Furthermore, the appearance of peaks in the structure factor at high wave number, q, has been reported in several recent works dealing with aggregation of compact clusters [Puertas, 2003 , Cates, 2004 Wilking, 2006] .
We find dynamic interference oscillations (Fig. 4) indicating that particles, on average, are correlated on distances defined by 2π/q m = R HS where q m is referred to the main peak position in the pattern and R HS is the hard sphere radius in the Percus-Yevick approximation. These correlations are stronger at 40 °C (Fig. 2, Fig.4) where the ordering turns on after an incubation time of about 10s and involves all the available volume fraction of 0.3 on nearly constant distances (≈24nm) when t=t ηmax =43s (see Fig. 4 ); this behavior is consistent with a nucleation regime (I) typical of cooperative phenomena. Subsequently, for t ηmax <t<t co , the time evolution of spatial correlations (see Fig. 2a ) shows an ordering regime (II) characterized by a nearly linear shifting, α II (t-t ηmax ), of the correlation length; finally at t>t co the system enters in a regime (III) where the increase of the spatial correlations does not saturate, increasing with a power law growth, α III (t-t co ) γ , with exponent γ = 0.026 ± 0.004 (see inset in Fig. 4a ). Temperature changes leads to weaker correlations, as shown in Fig. 4 . More specifically, at T=20 °C we can appreciate weak correlations developing on increasing distances from 24 up to 70 nm and on volume fractions that become negligible at about t=100s; even weaker correlations are found at T=60 °C, with nearly constant distances of 70 nm and volume fractions going to negligible values for t=100s.
The arising and development of these correlations during the reduction process, come out from the polymer matrix arrangement; this latter, thus, can be seen as playing the double role of ordering and protecting agent, and could drive the ordered aggregation of primary particles. In order to characterize and get deeper insight on the polymer role in the aggregation process, we consider the time evolution of the Ag-polymer background matrix in the solution, described by the power law background component I B (q) in Eq. 1. At the beginning of the Ag + reduction (t>t 0 ) P E assume low values, less than 2, typical of diffusion limited regimes. As the reaction goes on and the colloid forms, P E increases and reaches its steady value of about 2.1 at T=20 °C and 2.5 at T=60 °C, typical of reaction limited aggregation regimes (Fig. 5) [Jullien, 1987] . On the other hand, at T=40 °C P E reaches values around 3.2; since P E values from 1 to 3 indicate mass fractal dimension, at T=20 °C and 60 °C we have mass fractal Ag 0 -polymer clusters in the colloid; as P E exceeds 3 the system undergoes a mass-surface fractal transition. Thus, after t co , we find more compact objects only in the colloid formed at T=40 °C where a mass-surface fractal transition occurs [Campi, 2010] .
The long ranged spatial correlations persisting at this temperature appear not saturating after the mass-surface fractal transition at t co , and increase following a weak power law (inset in Fig. 4a) ; this behavior can be ascribed to a like-coarsening regime assisting aggregation mechanism at 40 °C.
Both the power law of spatial correlations and their surprising long length in comparison with the particle size, found at T=40 °C, could lead to hypothesize the occurrence of a critical point in the system at this temperature. Indeed, it has been found that LRC develop at certain critical points in many systems in non-equilibrium state, playing an important role in the formation of selforganized structures [Giglio, 1981; Chatè, 1995] . Nevertheless, the arising and development of long range correlations in complex systems still constitute an unsolved theme; for examples, power law scaling occurring also in the absence of critical dynamics has been proposed and investigated in biological or social systems composed by units with complex evolving structure [Amaral, 1998] ; at the same time, possible mechanism explaining the influence of correlations on the morphology of evolving fractal structures could be the correlated clustering in networks formation and evolution [Maske, 1998] .
Beyond this complexity, in this work we describe a scenario where primary nanoparticles form and aggregate through fractal polymer building units that reorganize themselves during the reduction process. Thus, these primary particles are capped in a matrix provided by the polymer; as they nucleate and grow, the matrix is able to connect and correlate them on temperature dependent spatial distances, as probed by the time evolution of the structure factor S(q,R HS ,η). More specifically, Ag + ions, able to coordinate to the sulfonic groups of the polymer, act as connecting nodes that link the sulfonic groups of different polymer building units giving rise to a network that evolves from mass fractal type to surface fractal type at T=40 °C, while remains mass fractal at 60 °C and 20 °C. In other words, the complex polymer-silver interactions developing during the reaction seem to provide a kind of "dynamical template" changing with the reaction temperature and leading to different fractal aggregation types and different morphologies.
Summary
We have used time resolved Small-Angle X ray Scattering at three different temperatures for investigating the mechanism behind the formation and aggregation of crystalline colloidal Ag Correlations can be appreciated at about 10 seconds after the starting of introduction of ascorbic acid at T=40 °C and T=60 °C, while they start after further 10 seconds at lower temperatures (T=20 °C). At T=40°C the spatial length correlation R HS reaches about 140 nm; at the other two temperatures its maximum value is found to be about 70 nm. At t ηmax =43s, (dashed line in the bottom panel) the correlated volume fraction reaches its maximum value; subsequently, it remains nearly constant at T=40 °C while it decreases, assuming negligible values for t approaching 100s at T=20 °C and T=60 °C. In the inset in a) is highlited the power law behaviour of correlations occurring at t co (40 °C). The Percus-Yevick structure factors at the three temperatures are shown on the left as coloured maps in time-q plane. Final steady values reached by P E at the different temperatures; the darker area (1<P E <3) indicates mass fractal regime, while the area corresponding to the 3<P E <4 range denotes the surface fractal regime.
Supplementary information
We have verified the reliability of refined parameters by calculating their confidence intervals. The reduced standard deviations (rsd) ∆R/R, ∆σ/σ, ∆N/N, of the refined parameters R, σ and N are plotted as a function of the time in Fig. 1a, 1b, 1c , respectively. For t<t 0 , ∆N/N, ∆R/R, ∆σ/σ, are quite large; as the reaction takes place, the rsd on the refined parameters R, σ, N, (describing the I P (q) term) exceeds 20% before the instants t* 20 =50s, t* 40 =20s and t* 60 =15s at 20 °C, 40 °C and 60 °C respectively. In this time ranges, ∆P E /P E generally assume small reasonable values (Fig. 2) , although we note large ∆P E /P E values at the beginning of the reaction at T=20 °C due to noisy scattering in the high q region. These observations indicate that the contribution I p (q) to the model of eq.1 is almost negligible before the starting of the reactions; plus, considering rsd < 0.2, as a reasonable threshold for the reliability of refined parameters, the model of Fig.1 starts to work properly at the t* instants.
The model of eq. 1 has been derived considering the interference effects due to monodisperse hard spheres; in Fig. 3 we can check the reliability of this approximation. We observe that the standard deviation of both R HS and η assume sufficiently small values as the reaction takes place and goes on at T=40 °C and T=20 °C, while large fluctuations of η take place at 60 °C also at t>50s. 
